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'rH IIIO'riOir 'JO 8VIPall PIIOCiiDUIIAL ICHDULB 

or up IftiiiU IOLI)IN. IK, 

LAKE COGEN, LTD. (hereinafter "Lake Cogen•), pursuant to 

Commission Rule 25-22.037 ( 2), Florida Administrative Code, and 

subject to its pending petition to intervene filed on March 6, 

1997, respectfully files this its response in opposition to the 

motion to suspend procedural schedule filed herein by Lake Interest 

Holdings, Inc. ("LIHI") on February 28, 1997. 

The Commission should decline to grant LIHI's motion, which 

seeks the delay of Commission action on a properly filed and 

specified petition for approval of the Settlement Agreement 

modifying the power purchase agreement ( "PPA") between Florida 

Power Corporation ("FPC") and Lake Cogen, Ltd., because the real 

12issue in dispute is outside the Commission's jurisdiction, because 

APf' i'PC has properly identified all conditions relating to the 

CAF Settlement Agreement's effectiveness, and because it appears t~at 
CMLJ __ _ 

CTR LIHI may 

E;h' ~'' ~pproval 
be attempting to obtain the delay to leverage its claimed 

rights under the Lake Cogen Partnership Agreement to 
L' 

~tain a better deal for LIHI's gas marketing affiliate that has a 

s~arate dispute with Lake Cogen. Delay of the implementation ot 

tne Settlement Agreement will only delay the realization of the 
I 
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substantial benefit• that that Agreement will yield to FPC and its 

ratepayers. 

Lake Cogen's memorandum in support of its response in 

opposition to LIHI's motion follows. 

NIDIDIUUIDUM I. IVPPOR'l' OF LaD COGD, L'l'D. 'I UIPO.&II: 
I. OPPOII'l'IOII '1'0 'I'D IIO'l'IOII '1'0 IVIP~ PIIOCII:DIIJIAL 

SCIIJI!ILI or "D IIJIUU IOLDIIIQB, IIC. 

The Commission should deny LIHI's motion to suspend the 

procedural schedule in this case because the issue raised by LIHI's 

motion involves a dispute under the Partnership Agreement between 

NCP Lake Power, Inc., which is the managing general partner of Lake 

Cogen, and LIHI, n2k whether the power purchase agreement between 

Lake Cogen and FPC should continue to qualify for cost recovery if 

amended per the terms of the Settlement Agreement. As FPC's 

petition makes clear, the effectiveness of the proposed Settlement 

Agreement is expressly conditioned on the satisfaction of certain 

specified conditions precedent. NCP Lake's parent corporation, GPU 

International, Inc. ("GPUI"), has options to purchase all of LIHI's 

interest in Lake Cogen, GPUI expects that the exercise and closing 

of that option will occur in the near future. The option exercise 

price has been funded and deposited in escrow with Harris Bank and 

Trust Company. Thus, the need for any LIHI approval will shortly 

be eliminated. Because FPC has properly identified all conditions 

precedent to the effectiveness of the Settlement Agreement, the 

Commission should recognize that ita requested approval is of the 

nature of declaratory relief: if the Settlement Agreement is 

approved, and all conditions of its effectiveness satisfied, the 
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Commission will hove approved the amended PPA for cost recovery 

purposes pursuant to ita review herein. If the conditions a.-e not 

satisfied, and thereby the Settlement Agreement does not go into 

effect, the current Lake Cogen-PPC PPA, which has already been 

approved for cost recovery purposes, will remain in effect. 

Finally, the Commission should not permit LIHI 's ancillary 

dispute with NCP Lake and Lake Cogen, which is without merit and 

which will, in any case, shortly be rendered moot, to impede or 

delay the Commission's action on FPC's petition for approval of the 

Settlement Agreement, nor to delay, to the detriment of FPC' 1; 

ratepayers, the implementation of the Settlement Agreement. 

II'Aftft!'t or D1 CUI MD FACTI 

On December 6, 1996, PPC and Lake Cogen, Ltd., through its 

managing general partner, NCP Lake, entered into a Settlement 

Agreement and Amendment To Negotiated Contract for the Purchase of 

Firm Capacity and Energy From a Qualifying Facility Between Lake 

Cogen, Ltd. and PPC (the •settlement Agreement-). NCP Lake is a 

wholly-owned subsidiary of GPUI. The purpose of the Settlement 

Agreement is to settle all disputes between Lake Cogen and FPC that 

are the subject of currently pending, though stayed, litigation in 

the case styled NCP LAke Power. Incorporated. a De lawaJ ~! 

corporation. os General Portner of Lake Cogen Ltd., a _florid~ 

limited partnership y. Florida Power Corporation, a _£~orig~ 

corporation, Case No. 94-2354-CAOl, in the Circuit Court of the 

Fifth Judicial Circuit in and for Lake County. Pursuant to the 

Commission's rules and orders, and pursuant to the tennH of t hP 
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Settlement Agreement itself, on December 12, 1996, FPC filed the 

instant petition for approval of the Settlement Agreement for cost 

recovery purposes. 

On February 28, 1997, LIHI petitioned to intervene in this 

docket and moved the Commission to suspend the procedural schedule 

of this docket, arguing, among other things, that LIHI's approval 

is required for the amendment to the PPA to become effective and 

that NCP Lake was not authorized to execute the Settlement 

Agreement on behalf of Lake Cogen. 

Lake Cogen now respectfully responde to LIHI's motion and 

urges the Commission to deny that motion. The issues LIHI raises 

in its Petition, are, as LIHI explicitly recognizes, properly 

resolved in the civil courts and indeed, LIHI has simultaneously 

commenced a declaratory judgment action in Circuit Court. 

Commission action herein will not impair any rights LIHI may have 

or modify the Partnership Agreement. Moreover, a 1 though it 

conspicuously failed to mention the fact in its petition, LIHI has 

granted GPUI an option to buy All of LIHI's interest in the Lake 

Cogen Project. The primary option, through which GPUI has the 

right to purchase All of LIHI'e 1.0 percent general partner 

interest Ansi 49.0 percent of LIHI 'a total 49. 1 percent 1 imi ted 

partner interest in Lake Cogen, will be exercised shortly. When 

that occurs, LIHI will no longer have a general partnership 

interest, nor any voting or consent rights with respect to the 

Settlement Agreement, the PPA, or the Lake Cogen Partnership. 

Thus, LIHI's general partnership interest and voting rights will 
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soon be eliminated. 

LIHI would have the Commission believe that it had no 

knowledge of the Settlement Agreement before it was filed with the 

Commission by FPC. The fact of the matter is, however, that GPU! 

and NCP Lake have been involved in ongoing negotiations with L!Hl 

and its affiliates within the Noreen corporate family, including 

North Canadian Marketing Corporation ("NCMC"), the gas supplier to 

the Lake Cogen Project, since at least as early as mid-1995. The 

most recent meeting between NCP Lake/GPUI and Norcen/NCMC, at which 

the primary subject was the Settlement Agreement, took place only 

last week, on February 27, 1997, ~. the day before LIHI filed 

its pleadings in this docket. LIHI was fully aware of all of the 

substantive terms and conditions of the Settlement Agreement wtll 

before ita filing. LIHI's real complaint is that certain terms 

were apparently not completely satisfactory to NCMC and it is 

attempting to use this proceeding as a negotiation tool. 

'7 ••• , 

I. !WE COMMIUIO. IBOULD D.-r LIBI'I MOriOB TO SUSPEND THE 
PIIOCII:DUIIAL ICDDULII IB HII CUI: UCAUIII: 'fBI: REAL MATTER 
AT IBIVII: IB A DIIPUTII: VBDII:B 'fBI: LAIB COGBB PARTNERSHIP 
AORAII:M&BT, OVII:B WBICB LIBI ADMITS TBE COMMISSION HAS NO 
oJUiliiDICTIOII, AIID WITB UIPII:CT TO WBICB COMMISSION ACTION 
WILL lOT IMPAIR LIBI'I POBITIOB OR BIGHTS. 

The issues between LIHI and NCP Lake/Lake Cogen do not involve 

whether the Settlement Agreement, and the PPA as it would be 

amended by the Settlement Agreement, would continue to qualify for 

cost recovery pursuant to Commission Rules; rather, LIHI's motion 

raises an alleged dispute under the Partnership Agreement, i.e., 
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whether NCP Lake's execution of the Settlement Agreement was valid 

and effective. This is a private contract dispute that even LIHI 

admits is clearly outside the Commission's jurisdiction. Just as 

the Conunission cannot affect the parties' rights under these 

agreements, these disputes should not affect the Conunission' s 

actions on FPC's petition. Conunission action will not impair any 

alleged contract rights that LIHI (or ita affiliates) may have. 

LIHI suggests that FPC and Lake Cogen have attempted to 

deceive the Commission into taking precipitous action. This is 

untrue. The Settlement Agreement, appended to FPC's petition, 

clearly identifies all conditions precedent to its effectiveness, 

including any approval required under the Partnership Agreement. 

There has been no attempt to deceive the Commission with respect to 

the Settlement Agreement. If there has been any deception of the 

Commission, it has been by LIHI and ita affiliates in failing to 

disclose the true motives behind their actions. 

II. !WE ~RUE PURPOSE OF LI.I'B MOri~ ~ BUBPBJD 
IB ~ 80L82Sa ~ •IIGAI.I.O POBI~IO. OF I~& 

&Is~•• COIII'.IIfl, IICIIC, nic• a~LD ~ 
88 CO~CKD BY ~- COMMI88IO •• 

To understand the true motives behind LIHI's motion, consider 

the following. Firat, the option granted to GPUI by Lilli to 

purchase all of LIHI's interest in Lake Cogen, Ltd., fixes the 

price to be paid for such interest. That price will be unaffected 

by this proceeding, and upon the exercise of the option, LIHI will 

receive the full consideration for which it bargained in exchange 

for its interest. GPUI is in the process of causing the option to 
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be exercised and expects that the closing of the purchase will take 

place in the second quarter of 1997. Thus, LIHI'e interest as a 

voting partner in Lake Cogen, Ltd. will soon cease to exist. 

Second, LIHI acknowledges that it is a wholly-owned subsidiary 

of North Canadian Resources, Inc. ( "NCRI"), which is in turn a 

wholly-owned subsidiary of Noreen Explorer, which is in turn a 

wholly-owned subsidiary of Noreen Energy Resources Ltd. 

(collectively "Noreen•). North Canadian Ma"rketing Corporation 

("NCHC") is also a wholly-owned subsidiary of NCRI. See Petition 

of North canadian Marketing Corporation to Intervene as a Party, 

FPSC Document No. 02227 at 2, YPSC Docket No. 961477-EQ, In Re: 

Petition for Expedited Approval of Settlement Aareement With Pasco 

cogen. Ltd. by Florida Power Corporation, February 28, 1997. Thus, 

LIHI and NCMC are corporate sisters, each the wholly-owned 

subsidiary of NCRI. NCMC is the gas supplier to the Lake 

Cogeneration Facility. Lake Cogen and NCMC have a dispute, 

irrelevant here, under the gas supply agreement for the Lake Cogen 

Project. 1 

Finally, LIHI is here expressly seeking to delay commission 

action in a proceeding that cannot, by LIHI's own admission, affect 

LIHI's rights. Indeed, LIHI expressly admits that "[n]either this 

1 It has been NCP Lake's position that the proposed 
amendments to the PPA as set forth in the Settlement Agreement, 
if implemented, would not materially and adversely affect NCMC's 
position under its gas supply agreement with Lake Cogen; NCMC has 
taken the contrary position. 1AA NCMC's Petition to Intervene in 
FPSC Docket No. 961407-EQ, In Re; Petition for Expedited App~gv~~ 
of Settlement Agreement With Pasco Cogen Ltd. by Florida Power 
Corporation, FPSC Document No. 02227 at 4, February 20, 1997 . 
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dispute, nor the Partnership Agreement under which it arises, are 

within this Commission's jurisdiction.• LIHI'e Motion at B. 

Considering these facta -- the imminent divestiture of L!Hl 's 

interests in the Lake Cogan partnership, LIHI 's direct corp• ·ale 

affiliation with Lake Cogan's gas supplier, and LIHI's express 

admission that the Commission lacks jurisdiction over its dispute 

with NCP Lake and Lake Cogan -- it is difficult to believe that 

LIHI's purpo1e in filing ita motion to suspend the procedural 

schedule herein is anything other than a thinly veiled 111 I ""'f'' '" 
use its present partnership interest to obtain a more favorable 

bargaining position for ita affiliate NCMC under NCMC's gas supply 

agreement with Lake Cogen. 

III. UCAVBB ri'C' B Pl'l'I'riOII FOil APPROVAL OF THE 
B~ AGBSINIM'r IB IB 'fBB BA'fVRI Or A PETITION 
FOil I'"CC.A•Ili'OR!' ULIBr, AIID BBCAUS! FPC BAS 
PROPBRL!' APPRIBBD 'fBB CONMISSIOB OP ALL COBDITIONS 
APPBC'fiNG 'fBB BrrBC'fiVS.SSS or 'fBI S!TTL!M!NT 
.IMIM**ft 1 'fBB CONMIUIOII SHOULD AC'r ON FPC'S 
PB'fi'riOII WI'rBOV'f PVR'fBBil HU!'. 

The approval of the Settlement Agreement sought by FPC is of 

the nature of declaratory relief. FPC has expressly advised the 

Commission that there are conditions precedent to the Settlement 

Agreement that might ultimately preclude the Settlement Agreement 

from taking effect. If the Settlement Agreement is approved and 

performed as approved, the Commission will know exactly what is 

being done and will have approved it for cost recovery purposes. 

If the Settlement Agreement is approved but, because of an 

unsatisfied condition precedent does not become effective, the 

status guo will continue, as expressly recognized by the Commission 
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in its approval of the Agreement. Clearly, the PPA qualifies fnr 

cost recovery today, so the atotul guo cannot be ob j tH:: i fJIIill, 1 , •• 

Thi6 is why, contrary to LIHI • s assertions, this proceeding is 

entirely appropriate and not wasteful of the COIMoission' A t i nu~ tJJod 

resources. 

Indeed, the Commission has recently approved a proposed FPC 

settlement agreement notwithstanding the existence of unsatisfied 

conditions precedent to its effectiveness. In February 1996, the 

Commission approved a settlement agreement between FPC and Orlando 

Cogen Limited (MOCL·), the effectiveness of which was contingent on 

the approval of the OCL project's lenders. FPSC Doc. No. 01904, 

Exhibit A at 9-10, FPSC Docket No. 960193-EQ, February 19, 1996. 

FPC's petition herein is analogous to a petition for a 

declaratory statement, in which an entity asks the Commission to 

declare its rights, duties, and responsibilities baaed on a certain 

set of existing or anticipated facts. Here, FPC has a$ked the 

Commission, based on a certain anticipated set of facts, i.e., the 

performance of the amended PPA once all conditions precedent are 

satisfied, to enter its order, ~' to d~clare, that the PPA, as 

amended, will continue to qualify for cost recovery. 

In this case, the prospect of the need to obtain any ~pproval 

by LIHI is not likely. As noted, LIHI has granted GPUI an option 

to purchase all but Q,l\ of LIHI's eguity interest in Lake Cogen, 

and GPUI is proceeding toward a closing of that purchase. Once 

this occurs, LIHI's approval will no longer be required for 

approval of the Settlement Agreement. Indeed, it is exactly this 
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expected event -- the purchase of LIHI'a partnership interest --

that led FPC and NCP Lake to frame the Settlement Agreement 

language as they did, ~, expressly conditioning the Settlement 

Agreement uon its being approved by the OWner Trustee and, to the 

extent required under the Partnership Agreement, by LIHI or any 

successor to LIHI's partnership interest in Lake .. 

IV. 'I'BB co.IISalOII IIIOULD ~ ALLOif LIBI !'0 IJIPBDB TBE 
CO..ISSIOII' I ..OCWIIBI !'0 ftB DftlliMBft OF FPC 'S 
RA'rBPAIBR8. 

Consistent with the Commission's rules and orders, FPC has 

properly sought the Commission's approval of the Settlement 

Agreement, with all known conditions identified therein, for cost 

recovery purposes. To the extent that LIHI may have the right to 

approve the proposed amendments to the PPA, the Partnership will 

seek to obtain that approval. When, as expected, the anticipated 

closing takes place and all but LIHI'a remnant 0.1 percent limited 

partner interest is transferred, Commission approval in the normal 

course of business will avoid any unnecessary delay in the 

implementation of the Settlement Agreement and amendments to the 

PPA. 

LIHI's rights, to the extent that they continue to exist, will 

be unaffected by Commission action herein. FPC has properly 

advised the Commission of all conditions necessary to the 

2 Moreover, thouqh irrelevant here, NCP Lake has, by virtue 
of expressly conditioning the effectiveness of the Settlement 
Agreement on LIHI's approval, to the extent that it may be 
required, given full respect to LIHI's rights and position under 
the partnership agreement. 
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effectiveness of the Settlement Agreement. The Commission should 

therefore proceed to act on FPC's petition and not further delay 

the processes by which the Settlement Agreement will become 

effective. Such delays will only postpone the realization of the 

substantial benefits that will flow to FPC and its general body of 

ratepayers from the implementation of the Settlement Agreement. 

LIHI's request that the Commission delay the proceeding should be 

denied. 

COIICLU810. 

LIHI 's motion seeks the delay of Commission action on a 

properly filed and specified petition for approval of the 

Settlement Agreement modifying the PPA between FPC and Lake Cogen. 

The Commission should decline to grant this relief because the real 

issue in dispute is outside the commission's jurisdiction, because 

FPC has properly identified all conditions relating to the 

Settlement Agreement's effectiveness, and because it appears that 

LIHI may be attempting to obtain the delay to leverage its claimed 

approval rights under the Lake Cogen Partnership Agreement to 

obtain a better deal for its affiliate NCMC with respect to NCMC's 

gas supply contract with Lake Cogen. Delay of the implementation 

of the Settlement Agreement will only delay the realization of the 

substantial benefits that that Agreement will yield to FPC' !j 

ratepayers. 
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WBBRBFORB, baaed upon the foregoing, Lake Cogen, Ltd. 

respectfully urgee the Conunieeion to DIDR the motion of Lake 

Interest Holdinge, Inc. to euepend the procedural echedule in this 

proceeding. 

Respectfully eubmitted thie -~l ... lo~.t<.llhL-. dey of March, 1997. 

Robert Scheffel Wri 
Florida Bar No. 96 
John T. LaVia, III 
Florida Bar No. 853666 
LANDERS ' PARSONS, P.A. 
310 Weet College Avenue (ZIP 32301) 
Poat Office Box 271 
Tallahaaeee, Florida 32302 
Telephone (904) 681-0311 
Telecopier (904) 224-5595 

Couneel for Lake Cogen, Ltd. 
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I HEREBY CERTIFY that a true and correct copy of the foregoing 
has been served by hand delivery (*) or by United States Mail, 
postage prepaid, on the following individuals this 11th day of 
March, 1997: 

Lorna R. Nagner, Esquire* 
Florida Public Service Commission 
2540 Shumard Oak Boulevard 
Room 370, Gunter Building 
Tallahassee, Florida 32399-0850 

James A. McGee, Esquire 
Florida Power Corporation 
P.O. Box 14042 
St. Petersburg, Fla 33733-4042 

Roger A. Berliner, Esquire 
John N. Jimison, Esquire 
Peter G. Hirst, Esquire 
Brady & Berliner 
1225 19th Street N.W. 
Nashington, D.C. 20036 
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